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Abst ract - -Suppose  we know some eigenvalues Ai and eigenvectors xi associated with Ai, i = 
1, 2 . . . . .  m for a positive semidefinite (may be unsymmetric) matrix. 
Let 
X = (x l ,x2, . . . ,Xm),  A = diag(A1,A2,.. . ,Am). 
In this paper, we mainly discuss solving the following two problems. 
PROBLEM I. Given X E R n×m, A = diag(A1 . . . .  ,Am). Find matrices A such that 
]lAX - XA[[ = min, 
where A is a positive semidefinite (may be unsymmetric) matrix. 
PROBLEM II. Given i i. E R n×' ,  find 3 E SE such that 
A±f i .  = min I IA -A  , 
V AES E I I  
where II " tl is Frobenius norm, and SE denotes the solution set of Problem I. 
An existence theorem of solution for Problems I and II has been given and proved and the general 
solutions of Problem I have been derived. Sufficient conditions that prove an explicit solution have 
been provided. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Nonnegat ive  matrices, Eigenvalues, Matrix norms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Matr ix  inverse eigenpair  problem: given two sets of real n × n matr ices S and real n-vectors 
x l , . . . ,  xm, m < n, and set of numbers L: = {)u, )~2,. . . ,  Am}, find a real n × n matr ix  A E S such 
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that 
Ax i  = Aixi, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m.  
Let X = (x lx2 . . .  Xm), A = diag(Aa, A2,...,  Am), then the above relation can be written as 
AX = XA.  
The prototype of this problem initially arose in the design of Hopfield neural networks [1,2]. 
It is applied in various areas, such as the discrete analogue of inverse Sturm-Liouville prob- 
lem [3], structural design [4], and vibration design [5]. 
For important results on the discussions of the inverse igenpair problem AX = XA associated 
with several kinds of different sets S, we refer the reader to [6-10]. It is very important and also 
pays close attention to the study of least-squares solutions for the above problem (see [11-17]). 
Sun [13] has considered a least-squares solution provided the unknown A is a real symmetric 
matrix, given the existence theorem for the solution, and derived the expression of a general 
solution. For the case that the unknown A is symmetric positive semidefinite, the solution for 
the least-square problem of AX = XA may not exist. References [11,14,17] have given the 
solvability conditions for this case, and given the expression of the general solution for a very 
special X. Woodgate [14] has also given some algorithms to compute the approximate solutions. 
In this paper, we consider a least-squares problem where the unknown A is a real matrix, 
subject to the constraint that A is positive semidefinite (may be unsymmetric). 
We introduce some notations to be used. Denote by R nxm the real n x m matrix space and 
R n -= R n×l, by R nxm the set of all matrices in R n×m with rank r, by OR nxn the set of all 
n x n orthogonal matrices, by SR nxn the set of all n x n symmetric matrices, by ASR ~xn the 
set of all n x n antisymmetric matrices. We denote the column space, the null space, and the 
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of a matrix A by R(A), N(A), A +, respectively, the identity 
matrix of order n by In, the Frobenius norm of A by [IA[]. We define inner product in space 
R ~×m, (A, B) t rBTA n m VA, B R ~xm R ~x'~ = = ~-~i=1 ~j=l  aijbij ,  G . Then is a Hilbert inner 
product space. The norm of a matrix generated by the inner product is Frobenius norm. For 
A = (aij), B = (bij) G R nxn ,  A * B = (a i jb i j )  represents the Hadamard product of A and B. 
DEFINITION 1. A C R nxn is called nonnegative de,h i re  i f  xT  Ax  > 0 for every nonzero x in R n 
and denoted by A > O; A E R nxn is called uonposit ive de,h i re  i f  xT Ax  <_ 0 for every nonzero x 
in R n and denoted by A < O. A may be unsymmetr ic.  The set of  all this matr ix  denoted by Pn, 
i.e, 
Pn={AeR'~Xn[xVAx>O,  VxeRn}.  
Let  
SR~_ ×~ = {A ~ R ~×~ [ A = A v,  xT Ax  >_ 0, Vx c R~}. 
Assume eigenvalues of A to be A~, and eigenvectors a sociated with Ai to be xi, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, 
respectively. Let A = diag(A1,A2,...,Am) ~ R re×m, X = ( x l  x2 . . .  Xm ) E R ~xm. Then 
the problem studied in this paper can be described as the following problem. 
PROBLEM 1. Given X C R n×m, A = diag(A1, A2 . . . .  , Am) E R "~xm. Find a nonnegative definite 
(may be unsymmetric) matrices A such that 
I IAX  - XAII = rain. 
In this paper, we will discuss the existence and the expression of solution of Problem I. 
The optimal approximation problem of a matrix with the above-given spectral restriction 
is proposed in the processes of test or recovery of linear systems due to incomplete dates or 
revising given dates. A preliminary estimate A of the unknown matrix A can be obtained by 
the experimental observation values and the information of statical distribution. The optimal 
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estimate of A is a matrix A that satisfies the given spectral restriction for A and is the best 
approximation of A, see [18-20]. 
In this paper, we will also discuss the so-called optimal approximation problem associated with 
AX = XA. The problem is as follows. 
PROBLEM II. Given Yi E R '~x,~. Find ¢i E SE such that 
A-A  = min .4 -A  , 
VAGSE 
where SE is the solution set of Problem I. 
The existence and uniqueness of the solution for Problem II is proved, the expression of the 
solution is derived. 
The paper is organized as follows. At first, we will discuss the geometric onstruction of P,~ in 
Section 2. And then in Section 3, we will prove the existence theorem of solution for Problem I, 
the existence and uniqueness theorem for Problem II, and provide the expression of solution of 
the two problems. Finally, in Section 3, we also propose some sufficient conditions that there 
exists an explicit solution for Problems I and II. 
2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF  Pn AND THE 
OPT IMAL  APPROXIMATE PROBLEM ON Pu 
Assume K C R ~×n to be a nonempty closed convex cone. K ± represents the set of all elements 
which are orthogonal to K in V. It is obvious that I (  ±, K ±± z~ (K±) ± are closed linear subspaces 
in R nxn. K -L3- is the minimum subspace that concludes K. Let 
K*={SEK z± IVPEK, (S,P)  >0}.  
Then K* is called dual cone of K in / (±±.  
In order to consider the solution of Problems I and II, we first discuss the construction of P ,  
and its optimal approximate. 
PROBLEM MA. Given a nonempty closed convex cone K C R~×% F E R '~x~, D = diag(dl, 
...  ,d~), d, > 0, i = 1,. . .  ,n. Let I (E )  ~ II(E - F)DII, VE  ~ K. F ind/~ E K such that 
= ra in  f (E) .  
To solve Problem MA, we first introduce the following assertion. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [20].) Assume V to be a real Hilbert space, (.,.) denotes the inner product, 
Ilullv = x /~,u)  represents a norm in V, K C_ V is a nonempty closed convex cone. Then, for 
every u E V, there is a unique uo E KX,  ul E K, u2 E K* such that 
and 
( ? / ' l ,U2)  : 0 ,  U = %t 0 J -  U 1 - -  'U~2, 
q, pnXn When K = ~,~+ , we have the following assertion. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See [20].) For every matrix F E R nxn, let F1 = (F + FT) /2.  Assume A1 > /k2 >_ 
• • • >_ An to be eigenvalues of Ft. ui are normalized eigenvectors associated with Ai, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
Let At be the nfinimum positive eigenvalue. Then there are a unique antisymmetric matrix Fo, a 
unique symmetric positive semidefinite matrix [F]+, and a unique symmetric negative semidefi- 
nite matrix [F]_ such that 
F = Fo + [F] + + [F]_, (IF] +, [F]_) = tr [F]~ [F]_ ) = 0, 
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and 
] IF -  [F]+I] _< min I [F-  BII, 
BESR~X " 
where 
l 
---K-- (2.1) 
i=1 
We define a new inner product and norm in R nxn, 
(m,X)D = (MD, ND)  = tr (DSMD)  , [IMIID = v/(MD, MD),  
where D = diag(dl , . . . ,  d~), di > 0, i = 1, . . . ,  n. Then the new inner product space is a Euclidean 
Ttxn  space denoted by R D . Therefore, Problem MA is equivalent to 
JE F D nxn  -- < I[E - FIID, V E E K C_ R D . 
By Lemma 2.1, Problem MA has a unique optimal approximate solution. 
Write G = (gij), gij = 1/(d 2 + d2). 
nxn LEMMA 2.3. (See [11].) G E SR+ . 
LEMMA 2.4. (See [21].) Pn = SR~_ ×n (~ ASR nxn. 
We point out Pn to be a closed convex cone in space R n×n with vertex at the original point. 
In fact, it is evident hat Pn is closed. And for any a _> 0,/3 _> 0, obviously, aP,~ +/3P,~ _C pn. 
According to the definition of a convex cone, Pn is a closed colivex cone. 
Especially, let D = I in Problem MA. Then pn×n = RnX,~ and norm [[. JJD is Frobenius norm * ~V 
[[. [[. In this case, the following assertion holds. 
THEOREM 2.1. For every given F E R nxn, then there exists a unique F E P~ such that 
F-  P = rain [I F -  BI[ (2.2) 
B E P,, 
and t _F+F T] F-F  
[---Z--- J  + + ~ (2.3) 
PROOF. At first, because Pn is a closed convex set in the Hilbert space R nxn, it is certain that 
there exists a unique .P E Pn such that (2.2) holds, see [22]. 
Next, we give the expression of F. From Lemma 2.2, we know [(F + FT)/2]_, [(F + FT)/2]+, 
(F - F-r)~2 are orthogonal in R "xn. Hence, there is a matrix C which is orthogonal to [(F + F T) 
/2]_, [(F + FT)/2]+, (F - F r ) /2  and, for any B E R n×n, 
[ - - - -2 - - j  + + A2 2 _ + ha F 2 + c. 
I fB  E Pn, taking the inner product with [(F+ FT)/2]_ on the above relation, from (B, [(F + F T) 
/2]_) < 0 it implies A2 _< 0. Therefore, 
(1 [F+FT]  2 (1 [F+FT  2 -c 2 
IIF-BII 2= -A1) [~ j+I I  + -A2) 2 ] + (1 -A3)~- - -  +IIC[[ 2
i.e, IlF -BI I  _> II[(f + F~)/2]-I[. On the other hand, let t3 = [(F + FT)/2]+ + (F -  Fv)/2. 
Then [IF - BI[ = II[(F + Fr)/2]_ II. Hence, 
+ 2 
Let 
SR~D ×~ = {M • R n×" I (M,N)D = 0, VN • ASRnXn}. 
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LEMMA 2.5. In l:~nxn * D we have the following. 
(1) SRnD xn = {M E R n×n J MD 2 - (MD2) T = 0}. (We call it symmetric in RDnXn.) 
(2) nxn .L RnXn D2M T 0}. (SR+ ) ={ME [ MD 2+ = 
~nxn PROOF. Assume M = (mij) E 'J*"n , by the definition VN E ASR nxn, it follows that 
(M, N)o  = (hiD, ND)  = tr (DNT MD) = 0. (2.4) 
Taking N =e ie f  - eje~, ei is the ith column of the identity matrix, from (2.4), it is obtained 
2 2 that djmij - dimji = 0. It implies that 
D2M T - MD 2 = 0. (2.5) 
Conversely, if M satisfies (2.5), we can easily verify that (M, N)D = 0, VN E ASR n×n. That is, 
M E SR~D ×n, which proves (1). The proof of (2) refers to [11]. 
REMARK 1. When D = In, SRnD xn = s l~nxn;  (SR~XU)~ = ASR nxn. 
L EMMA 2.6. When F is a diagonal matrix of order n, then V M, N E R ~ x ~ the following relation 
holds: 
(M * Y ) r  = M * (g r )  = (Mr )  * N. 
nx~ LEMMA 2.7. In R D , we have 
P# = {o}, P#± = n  xn, (2.6) 
* = sn  (2.7) P~ {M c SR~D×n J M= HD-2,  VH c + j" 
PROOF. Because of Pn nXn nXn = SR+ ~ ASR , from Lemma 2.5, we obtain 
P,~ = { SRn×n ) z t -k ~ AsRn×n C (S t~-×n)± r-I (dS!~n×n)  A- = {0}.  
On the other hand, 0 E Pnx. It is evident hat (PAX) -L = R n×n. It means that (2.6) holds. 
We now prove (2.7). Because 
PT*~ = {M E R nxn  I (M,N)D >_ O, Yg  E P~}. (2.8) 
If M E P~, then M E ~R D . Otherwise, letting C ~ G* (MD 2 -  D2M T) ~ 0 and C E ASR nxn. 
Therefore, -C  E Pn. Let 
E0 ~ G*  (D 2 (M + MT) ) .  
From Lemma 2.6, 
Eo D2=(G*(O 2(M+MT)) )O  2=G*(D 2(M+M T) D 2) = (G*(D 2(M+M v) D'~))v 
nxn nXn Therefore, Eo E SR D . We have (Eo, C)D = 0, from the definition of SR n . Because 
(M, -C)D = (G * (D 2 (M + MT))  ,--C)D + (G * (MD 2 - D2M T) , -C )u  
= (Eo , -c )D  + (c , -C )D < o, 
, nxn  which contradicts the definition of P*. Hence, M E SR D . Furthermore, because xx T E P,,, 
for any x e R n, by (2.8), 
O< (M, xxT)D=(MD,  xxTD)=trxTMD2x=xTMD2x,  VxER '~, 
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~Xn and M E SR D , hence, there is H E SR~ ×n such that MD 2 = H. We have 
n×n M = HD -~, H c SR+ . 
nxn SR n×n let M = HD -2. Obviously, M E SR D . VN E Pn, there is Conversely, V H E + ,
,~xn ASRnX~ N = N1 + N2, N1 E SR+ , N2 E . By spectrum decomposition theorem, 
N1 =EAiu iu~,  Ai>_O, i= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
•Xn A~, ui are eigenvalues and normalized eigenvectors of N1, respectively. From M c SR D , N~ c 
ASR nx~, M = HD -2, H = H T >_ O, we have 
n 
(N, M)D = (gl ,  M)D + (N2, M)o  = (N1, M)D = E A~u~Hui > O. 
i= l  
Therefore, M E P,~. It follows that (2.7) holds. 
THEOREM 2.2. In Problem MA, for every given F E R n×n, there is a unique F1,F2 such that 
F = F1-  F2, (F,, F~)D =0, FI E Pn, F2 E P*, (2.9) 
and the unique optimal approximate solution of Problem MA is E = F1. 
The above assertions can be obtained from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.7. 
3. THE GENERAL SOLUTION FOR PROBLEM I AND 
THE EXPRESSION OF SOLUTION FOR PROBLEM II 
In this section, we first discuss the existence and general expression of solution for Problem I, 
using assertions from Section 2. Then we will prove that there is a unique solution for Problem II. 
Finally, we propose some sufficient conditions that there exists an explicit solution for Problems I 
and II. 
We require the following lemma for discussing the solution of Problem I. 
LEMMA 3.1. (See [23].) Suppose [-I E R nxn has the following block matrix: 
~Lr~ (/~/_11 H- 12 x~ 
k H21 H2~ } " 
I f  [-I = f I  T, then f I  >_ 0 if and only if 
/~H =/4~ and Hll _> 0, (3.1) 
R (/-]r12) C_ a (/~11/~1+1) or It11/~1+1/'~12 =/~12, (3.2) 
/~22 -~ /~2T2 and/~22 - /~1T2/~1+1/'~12 )> 0. (3.3) 
In view of the previous analysis, now we can present he following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given X E R~ ×m, A -- diag(A1,.. .  ,Am), and the SVD of X as follows: 
X=U(~o ~)vT  ~--UI~V1 T, (3.4) 
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where U = (U1,U2) • OR nxn, U1 • R nxr, V = (V1,V2) • OR mxm, V1 • R mx~, E = 
diag(al,.. . ,o-r), (71 >__ or2 ~ ... _> (7r > 0. Then the genera/solution of Problem I can be 
represented as 
A=U 
A°l Z 
0 2 
= + 1 + 
U r, VP • Pn-,., (3.5) 
Y, VY • R ~x(n-r). (3.6) 
A °l is the least-squares solution ofll(~,~--EVTAV1E-I)Ell = min, Vfi, ll • Pr- The computation 
algorithm of A°l is the same as [14]. 
PROOF. Let 
(AII A12) fi~ll • R ~×~- (3.7) A = UT AU = \ A21 222 ' 
Using orthogonal invariance ofnorm, it follows from (3.4) and (3.7) that 
HAX_XA[[2___ UTAU{~ 0)_  (E  0)vTAv  2 
0 0 0 (3.8) 
- [ IA ,1E-  P, VTAV, I[2 + []A2~E[12 +IIP, V~rAV2]I ~ . 
Obviously, .~ > 0 by A _> 0, it implies that HAX -.XA]I = minvAEP, is equivalent o 
[ l ( f iq l -  EV TAV1E- ' )  Ell = min, V 2~11 • Pr, (3.9) 
HA21E[I : min, V 2~21 • R (n-r)xr. (3.10) 
because Pn is a closed convex cone in space R '~x~ with vertex at the original point. From 
Lemma 2.1, in Section 2, (3.9) has a unique optimal approximate solution. Write it as A°l. The 
computation algorithm of A°l is the same as [14]. From (3.10), 
A21 = 0. (3.11) 
We know fi, >_ 0 is equivalent to A + fi, T >_ 0 [21], therefore, from Lemma 3.1, A~2 = Z, 
R(Z) C_ R( (A°n  + (A°l) T) (A°ll + (A°ll)T) +)  
or 
Z = (A°ll + (A°I)T' (AO, -~- (nol) T 
+ 
Y, VY • (3.12) RrX(,,-~). 
A22 satisfies 
SR(+~-~)x(~-~). 
Write 
i.e~ 
~22.{_ ~2T2__~:2 (AOl q_ (A01)T) +~12 ~_Q, Q_~_ QT, 
Q = A22 + ~;2 - z T (A°I + (Ao,)T) + 
Q E SR(+ n-r)x(n-r), 
Z. 
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Let 
p = g + A22 - $2 
2 2 . 
Then P E P,_,. 
A22 = ZT (Ah+ (41jT)+ z 
2 
+ P. (3.13) 
Substituting (3.11))(3.13) in (3.7). W e can obtain the general solution of Problem I as (3.5). 
REMARK 2. This theorem proved the existence of a solution and provided the expression of a 
solution for Problem I. 
In general solution (3.5) of Problem I if we fix a Y at random. Then we get a subset of the 
solution set SE for Problem I, write SE,,. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 
41 Z 
AY = U 
ZT(A;l + (A;l)T)+Z UT, 
0 
2 
Z = (A:, + (Ay,)T) (A:, + (A;,)‘)+ Y, VY E RTx@+“). 
Then SE,Y is a closed convex cone with vertex Ay. 
PROOF. In the form of (3.5) taking P as zero matrix, we can know clearly Ay E SE,Y. Take any 
two matrices of SE,Y, 
Al = Ay + &Pi@-, A2 = AY + U2P2U2T, Pl,P2 E PVT. 
Let 
Then 
C’ A Ar + cu(A1 - AY) + P(A2 - AY), va,p > 0. 
C’ = Ay + U2(aPl + /3P2)U; E P,. 
From the definition, it follows that S E,Y is a convex cone with vertex Ay, it is clearly closed. 
COROLLARY 1. Solution set 
SE = U SE,Y > 
yER“X(‘I-‘) 
i.e., SE is a union set of many closed convex cones, and SE is a closed convex set. 
PROOF. Obviously, SE is a closed set from Lemma 3.2. Next, we will prove that SE is convex. 
VA1 E SE, VA2 E SE, Al, A2 E Pn, V’cu 2 0, V’p > 0, and Q + /3 = 1. It thus follows that 
crAl + PA2 E P, and if Al, A2 E SE, then I(AlX - Xhj( = min = CO, l]AlX - XAI/ = min = co. 
Hence: CO I jj(aA~ + PA2)X - XAlj 5 jlcx(AlX - XA)/) + ]],B(AzX - XA)]] = CVQ + ,& = CO. It 
implies that ]] (aAl + /3A2)X - XA(] = min . It means that aAl +,BA2 E SE. From the definition 
of a convex set, it shows that SE is convex, which proves this corollary. 
From Corollary 1, it follows that 5’~ is a closed convex set in Hilbert space RnX”. Thus, 
Problem II has a unique optimal approximate solution, see [22]. 
The following theorem describes the existence of a solution for Problem II. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X E RF’,, a E RnXn. The notation is the same as Theorem 3.1. Then 
Problem II has a unique optimal approximate solution. 
We have only proved the existence of solutions for Problems I and II. We have not solved how 
to find Ao. Next, we will give an explicit expression of A:, in (3.5) for some special X, A. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Given X E R n×m and X has singulax value decomposition (SVD) (3.4). A = 
diag(A1,..., Am), -4 E R nxn. Let 
1 
-- (¢ij), ¢iJ = 2 2, (3.14) 
a i +aj 
(411 A12~ All e R r×~. (3.15) UT~IU= kii21 ii22]' 
(1) I f  A 
Problem H is 
A=u p. , +, 
where notation [.]+ is the same as Lemma 2.2. 
(2) I[ XT AX + >_ O, then Problem I has an explicit solution 
A = U zT(~V[AVI~_ I  + ~_IV[AVx~)+Z U T, 
2 +P  
< O, then Problems I and II have explicit solutions and the explicit solution of 
(3.16) 
V PEPn-r,  
(3,17) 
Z --- ()-]V?AV1 ~-1 -Jr" Y~-IV?AVlY]) (P,V?AV1 p,-1 q- ~-IV?AVlY~,) + Y~ (3.18) 
where -412,-422 are the same as (3.15). 
(3) I[ X AX + + (XAX+) T = 0, then Problems I and II have explicit solutions and the explicit 
solution of Problem H is 
+ 
where A12,-422 axe the same as (3.15). 
PROOF. Assume SVD of X to be in form (3.4), Problem I has explicit solutions if and only if 
A°l in (3.5) has an explicit solution. Due to A°l is the solution of 
l[ (~ill - r, VITAVlr~-') r~[I = miD, VAn E Pr. (3.21) 
In Problem MA, take D = ~, F = ZV~AV1E -1. Then G = • because of the following: 
(1) 
, (r2 (F + F T) r~2) = ¢ ,  (r~3VVA~ + r.V?AVl~3) = ~VVAVlZ < 0 
Let F2 ---- -~  * (~2(F + FT)) ,  F1 = • * (F~ 2 - Z2F T) C Pr. Then F = F1 - F2, 
F2 ----- ~  * (~2(F + FT)E2)~ -2 e P$, and (F1, F2)n = (~ * (FE  2 - E2FX), -~  * (E2(F + 
FT)~2))  = 0. From Theorem 2.2, (3.21) has a unique solution 
A01 =, ,  (Fr~2 _ ~2F~) = 0 
It implies that Z = 0 in (3.6). 
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From (3.5) and (3.6), it thus follows that 
- A 2 = uTTt  U _ UTAU 2 _- All 2 + ~Z~12 -[- 2~21 2 + A22 - P 2. 
Therefore, I IA - A l l  2 = min is equivalent to 
A22 - P = min. (3.22) 
By Theorem 2.1 in Section 2, to make (3.22) reach minimum if and only if 
P = J6 ~x [A22 q- A2-2J 2 q A22 -/122 2 (3.23) 
+ 
Substituting (3.23) and Z = 0 in (3.5), it thus follows that the optimal approximate 
solution A of Problem II is (3.16). 
(2) Because XAX + = U1EVI-r AV1E-1U[  > O, it implies that F = EV~AV1E -1 > O, hence, 
(3.21) reaches minimum if and only if Al°l = F = EV1TAV1E -1 in (3.5), 
Z : (~I¢'ITAI/'lZ-1 + ~-IV?AVlZ) (~V1TAvI~-I-] - ~-IV(AVI~) + ~ 
VY E R rx(n-r) 
Substituting A°l and Z in (3.5), (3.17) holds. 
(3) Because EvIrAVlY~ -1 + ~- IV~AVI~ = 0 from XAX + + (XAX+) T = 0, it implies 
that F = EVI-rAV1E -1 c P,., hence, (3.21) reaches minimum if and only if A°l = F = 
EVITAVIE -1, but 
A01 + (a01) T = EV~AVIE_ 1 + ~_IV~AV1E = O. 
In this case, Z = 0 in (3.5) 
A - A ~ = UT Au  -- uT  Au  2 
= All -- ~V1TAv1 ~-1 2 q- A12 2 q- A21 2 -~- fl~22 -- P 2. 
Therefore, lid - A l l  2 = min is equivalent to 
-422 - P = min. (3.24) 
By Theorem 2.1 in Section 2, to make (3.24) reach minimum if and only if 
P = J6 ~x [A22 ~ "~22] + q- ~22 - ~222 (3.25) 
Substituting (3.25) and Z = 0 in (3.5), it thus follows that the unique optimal approximate 
solution A of Problem II is form (3.19). 
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